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Theodore Boone is back! And he's ready for his next big case Theo Boone might only be thirteen,

but he's already uncovered key evidence in a groundbreaking murder trial and discovered the truth

behind his best friend's abduction. Now with the latest unfolding of events in Strattenburg, Theo will

face his biggest challenge yet. Filled with the intrigue and page-turning suspense that made John

Grisham a #1 international bestseller and the undisputed master of the legal thriller, Theodore

Boone's adventures will keep readers enthralled until the very last page.
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I'll save my comment on price until the end.The story is told well. John Grisham knows how to

weave a story and he does it well again in this short story about Theo Boone, a young 13 year old

who loves the law and loves the idea of being a lawyer.Theo's parents are both lawyers. His mom

deals with divorce cases and his father deals with real estate law. Theo wants to be a trial lawyer,

where the action truly is. He follows courtroom proceedings and is familiar with all the players in

town, since it is a small town setting.So, he goes to court to hear the trial of a man accused of

murdering his wife. This is the second trial. The first ended in a mis-trial as the judge dismissed it

early because of a new eye witness that came on board. This new eye witness is someone that

Theo brings to the table, he is worried about immigration issues and didn't want to testify during the

first trial. But now he is on board.The problems. Peter Duffy the defendant doesn't show up for the



trial. Why not? Is He Guilty? Is he running from the law? Those are questions asked but not

necessarily answered.Instead, Theo Boone, 13 years old, comes under the scrutiny of the local

police for a crime of theft from a local computer store. The problem is, Theo is a boy scout, really, a

literal boy scott who believes in not stealing and in telling the truth.So, why is he a suspect?

Because he is being framed, or is he? That's the entire gist of this short story by Grisham. It is well

written, the characters are well developed and the plot keeps you asking questions until the end.I

think it is a great short story that you will be able to read quickly. You will enjoy it.So why only a four

star rating?
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